Abstract-To facilitate the implementation of a wide variety of context-aware applications based on mobile devices, general-purpose context-aware framework that applications can use by calling is needed. The context-aware framework is a middleware that performs the sensing, reasoning, and retrieving based on the knowledge base. The knowledge base must systematically represent the information required on the behavior of the context-aware framework, such as context information and reasoning information. It must also provide functions for storage and retrieval. To date, previous research on the representation of the context information have been carried out, but studies on the unified representation of the knowledge base has seen little progress. This study defines the knowledge base as the unified context information, and proposes the UniOWL, which can do a good job of representing it. UniOWL is based on OWL and represents the information that is necessary for the operation of the context-aware framework. Therefore, UniOWL greatly facilitates the implementation of the knowledge base on a context-aware framework.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, studies for implementing context-aware applications are underway worldwide in the mobile computing environment [1] [2] [3] [4] . A context-aware system linking the real space to virtual space is to inform the real situation in virtual space, thereby providing user-centered intelligent service [5] . Typically, a context-aware system is constructed by using a middleware called the context-aware framework.
The context-aware framework is a middleware that performs the sensor input, reasoning, such as questions and answers based on the knowledge base. The knowledge base must systematically represent the information, such as context information, reasoning information, that is required for the behavior of the context-aware framework, and also provide functions for storage and retrieval.
To date, previous research on the representation of the context information continues to be carried out, but studies on the unified representation of the knowledge base has made little progress. This study proposes, UniOWL, which uniformly represents the knowledge base with the OWL syntax.
MOBILE CONTEXT-AWARE SYSTEM AND FRAMEWORK
Considering the context in the mobile computing environment, a two-tier architecture, which consists of a context server and mobile devices, is suitable for a context-aware computing system providing intelligent services [6] . The two-tier architecture of the context-aware system, as shown in Fig. 1 , distributes the context-aware frameworks in mobile devices and the context server, and connects them via a wired or wireless network. Also, it shares and exchanges the sensed, environmental and reasoning information amongst the context-aware frameworks. The mobile device in Fig. 1 is maintained by the context-aware framework, and executes the client that uses the knowledge base of the context-aware framework. The client accesses and utilizes the knowledge base of the framework with the APIs provided by the framework, and through the UI of mobile devices interacts with the user. The mobile device delivers user-related information, which is detected by its sensors in order to keep track of the current context, to the context-aware framework in real time.
The context-aware framework stores and manages physical context information in its knowledge base and by the various reasoners, generates logical context information from the physical information context. It also provides physical and logical context information to the client.
In addition to the context information, the knowledge base should include reasoning information, system information, and so on. In order to implement a context-aware framework, studies on the representation of the knowledge base should be carried out. This study takes into account all of the information that is stored in the knowledge base as the unified context information. As such, we are proposing the UniOWL syntax, which can do a good job of representing the unified context information.
UNIFIED CONTEXT INFORMATION
The term 'context' means the information characterized as the status of the entity that exists in the real world. 'Entity' means a human, place, or interaction between people and services.
However, this definition does not consider the application profile and users intentions. Considering these points, Dey [7] defines context information as all the information describing the context of a particular entity. In this case, an entity includes all of the objects that are related to the interaction between the user and the application. Besides Dey's context information, the knowledge base of mobile context-aware framework should include reasoning information, system information, and so on. This study regards all of the information as being the unified context information. The unified context information consists of context information, reasoning information system information, and sensor information [8] , as shown in Fig. 2 . The reasoning information is the rule set for rule reasoning, the OWL-DL operation set of ontology reasoning, or the Bayesian network for probabilistic reasoning. The system information is the action information (e.g., reasoning action, notification action, and backup action) that defines the operation set that is to be executed, depending on the state of the context-aware framework. Finally, the sensor information consists of the system sensor specification, context sensor declaration, and the mapping information between the system and context sensor. The context sensor declaration is the OWL class name, which is defined in the context information. There are two types of mapping information. One is the information for one-to-one mapping using physical sensor values as the system sensor value, and the other is the information for mapping aggregating system sensor values.
UNIOWL -UNIFIED CONTEXT INFORMATION REPRESENTATION
UniOWL is the OWL syntax representation of the unified context information. OWL (Web Ontology Language) is designed for use by applications that need to process the content of information, instead of just presenting the information to people. OWL facilitates greater machine interpretability of Web content than what is supported by XML, RDF, and RDF Schema (RDF-S). It does so by providing additional vocabulary along with formal semantics. OWL has three increasingly expressive sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full [9] .
The UniOWL of the context information, which is shown in Fig. 3 , is represented as OWL syntax, such as Class, ObjectProperty, DatatypeProperty, and Individual. Similarly, the UniOWL of the reasoning information, which is shown in Fig. 4 , is represented as OWL-DL, SWRL, or PR-OWL. All of which are based on OWL. The UniOWL of the sensor information, as shown in Fig. 5 , is defined as system sensors and context sensors. The system sensor has attributes, such as input type, and the virtual sensor, which is a class name that is defined in the context information. Also, the sensor information has mapping properties between the system and context sensors.
The UniOWL of the system information is represented as an action state and lists reasoning behaviors per state, as shown in Fig. 6 . The action state includes the reasoning action point ('onDemand', 'onSensing', 'onInput') as properties. The reasoning behavior is defined as a reasoning source, priority, and reasoning method (ontology reasoning: 'consistency', 'satisfiability', 'classification', realization; rule reasoning: 'all-rules', 'selected-rules', 'repeat-selected-rules'). <!--define action of context-aware framework --> <owl:Class rdf:about="#StateAction"/> <owl:Class rdf:about="#ReadyStateAction"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#StateAction"/> </owl:Class> <owl:Class rdf:about="&uniowl;RunStateAction"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#StateAction"/> </owl:Class> <owl:Class rdf:about="&uniowl;StopStateAction"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#StateAction"/> </owl:Class> <!--define information of reasoning service --> <owl:Class rdf:about="#ReasoningService"/> <owl:Class rdf:about="#OntologyReasoningService"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> </owl:Class> <owl:Class rdf:about="#RulesReasoningService"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> </owl:Class> <owl:Class rdf:about="#ProbabilityReasoningService"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> </owl:Class> <owl:Class rdf:about="#RankReasoningService"> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> <!--define property of action --> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#isActionPoint"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#StateAction"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <!--define property of reasoning service --> <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="#hasReasoningReference"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#ServiceSource"/> </owl:ObjectProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#isSensorType"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/> </owl:DatatypeProperty> <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#isPriority"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ReasoningService"/> 
CASE STUDY
The proposed UniOWL can represent the unified context information of various application areas, such as a context monitoring service, a self-management service, and a recommendation service. In this study, the unified context information for walking exercise management, which is a kind of self-management service, was implemented and analyzed. The walking exercise management sets the exercise goal by considering the user's health condition, weather condition, and the outdoor exercise facility at the start of the exercise. While the user is exercising, it notifies them of their exercise level or of any health concerns. Finally, it analyzes and shows the results of the exercise after the workout is completed. Fig. 7 shows the UniOWL syntax that represents the unified context information for the walking exercise management.
CONCLUSION
This study defined the context information stored in a knowledge base as the unified context information and proposed UniOWL for representing the unified context information. UniOWL makes it possible to consistently complete the knowledge base that was developed with a client application.
In conclusion, it facilitates the development of mobile context-aware applications and extends context-aware application areas. It does so by providing the syntax that manages the activity state and its state transition, and by dynamically configuring the sensing information.
